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MEET THE TEAM

My name is Ella Dalton, I am 15 years old and live in Ballyfermot. I really enjoy
science , I picked a topic I feel passionate about.I have enjoyed this science project
and it was very interesting.

SUMMARY

My project was made to raise awareness on how much sugar we consume. Also
how the companies hide the amounts of sugar to just make money.the amount of
sugar we consume is insane and very unhealthy.our world makes unimaginable
money of the sugar industry ,we need to cut down our sugar for health reasons that
big corporations don’t show us. Many companies hide their sugar by naming it
elaborate things and using sweetners. But I put the time into this project to find out
how much sugar a select group would have during a week period to try to raise
awareness of this problem .I split the group up and show one group the horrid
amount of sugar in our food and drinks; and also educated them on the effects sugar
has. The second group had no idea of this information. At the end of the week I
collected the sheets and counted all the sugar each person consumed..I then made
an average for everyone's weekly amount and made another average of each group
there was a difference in their results . As i expected. I then went on to represent my
data with statistics and a bar chart ,which can be seen in my slide show.
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INTRODUCTION

I believe people would consume nearly double the amount of their daily sugar
consumption a day.our world and society makes unimaginable money from the sugar
industry ,we need to cut down our sugar for health reasons that big companies don’t
show us. Many companies hide their sugar by naming it elaborate things and using
sweetners; but I put the time into this project to find out how much sugar a select
group would have during a week period to try to raise awareness of this problem .I
felt this is a big problem among kids as well. it's so normalized to eat sugary foods
everyday,and it needs to stop.

BACKGROUND RESEARCH

It is common for people to overeat sugar on a daily basis. For males, their
recommended daily intake of sugar should be 36 grams and 25 grams for women.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

I selected a group that would track their sugar intake for the week. three people in
the group were shown a document about sugar and how too much can be bad for
you to measure the difference between people ( four )who were not shown the
document. The group kept a food diary for the week, keeping track of their sugar
intake.

RESULTS
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The average of the group who did receive the sugar information only went 28.6%
above the recommended daily amount.

the average of the group who did receive the sugar information went 42%above the
recommended daily amount ! that’s around 16 teaspoons a of sugar a day

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

My hypothesis that people's sugar intake was wrong was that they did not consume
enough sugar to be over double the recommended amount. but three people did go
over double the recommended 4 times that week!

If i was to do this project again i would make it bigger and include more people.
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APPENDICES

dear

-------

i'm wondering if you would be able to participate in a food log of sugary items /if you
would be interested please email me back and i will send you an email explaining.

ella
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